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Abstract:
In this paper it is presented creation and encryption of e-commerce
database for selling mechanical elements. It is shown a procedure of
creation a database and tables with appropriate data, which is the first step
in developing stable e-commerce application. For security reason it is
necessary to encrypt the database, and it is described a complete process,
and as well it is given part of the code of web application for inserting data
into the tables, deleting some data and updating them. In developing ecommerce application for selling mechanical parts, it is applied C#
programming language by using ASP.NET, with using HTML language and
XML.
1. INTRODUCTION
A relational database is a special type of
database in which the data management is based
on the relational model. Data in these databases
are organized into a set of relations between them
which define a specific connection. The relation
may optionally also has a foreign key, whereby it
has a link to the other routes [1]. Query languages
are designed to communicate with a relational
database, i.e. to create a relational schema and
updating and reading data from a relation. They
can be classified in the most general: the languages
which derived superstructure from the procedural
programming languages, the languages based on
the relational domain account or n-topples,
languages based on relational algebra and the
languages that are based on a combination of
relational algebra and relational account [2-3].
The most common query language is SQL
(Structured Query Language), developed 80-ies of
the last century by the IBM research laboratory in
San Jose, California. It is supported by almost all
systems to manage relational databases. Despite
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its high prevalence, great importance is placed on
questionable (Query Language), which is also
developed in California, at the University of
Berkeley [4].
SQL is the last phase of the development of
query languages by the IBM research laboratory.
The predecessors of SQL are developed by IBM in
laboratories with SQUARE query languages and
SEQUEL. SQL standard was published in 1989 and
immediately was widely accepted in the market.
Some of the important features are: a language for
defining data (Data Definition Language), a language
for data manipulation (Data Manipulation
Language), external and internal bonding, cascading
update and delete, set operations (union,
intersection and difference), and etc [5].
Data definition language is part of the query
language, and it is used to create and update
objects that make up a relational database, and
includes the base relations, relational schema,
semantic domains, indexes, and etc.
This part of the query language is used to
manipulate data in the database, i.e. for viewing,
deleting, inserting and updating data. In this regard,
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it consists of four basic commands: SELECT, INSERT,
UPDATE, and DELETE [6].
Insurance of database systems is an important
task for many organizations. Namely, if
organizations are kept private and confidential
information, they must apply and meet the many
laws and safety standards. Private data is
confidential user information, (e.g., credit card
number), that may be available to them or to
someone else, and before their access, it should be
approved by the user [7,8].
The good practise for creating reliable
information system is always based on system
security and the encryption of the data [9,10].
2. DATABASE CREATION
The database that is created, and subsequently
used for the interaction of the web site, has four
tables:
1. Mechanical parts: the names of machine parts
that are offered, and a description of their
country of origin;
2. Warehouse: id item, quantity in stock and the
price per share;
3. Customers: customer id, name, address, email and password;
4.Consumer basket: id of the machine parts that
are purchased, customer id, id item, order
quantity and total price.
The creation of the database will be made by
using SQL Server Management Studio.
In Fig.1, it is shown SQL Server Management
Studio.

GO
CREATE TABLE MechanicalElements
(
idMec int NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
title varchar(255),
description varchar(255),
countryOrigin varchar(255)
);
CREATE TABLE Warehouse
(
idArticle int NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
quantity int,
pricePerShare money
);
CREATE TABLE Customers
(
idCustomer int NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
name varchar(255),
lastName varchar(255),
address varchar(255),
mail varchar(255),
password varchar(255)
);
CREATE TABLE ConsumerBasket
(
idMec int NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
idCustomer varchar(255),
idArticle varchar(255),
orderQuantity varchar(255),
totalPrice money
);
A next step involves entering data into the tables,
as it is shown with the code:
INSERT INTO MechanicalElements (idMec, title,
description, countryOrigin)
VALUES (1, 'gear', 'for servo mover
'Serbia');

MKG22',

INSERT INTO MechanicalElements (idMec, title,
description, countryOrigin)
Fig. 1. Creating database in SQL Server Management
Studio

The code for creating the database and four
tables is presented down below:

VALUES (2, 'axle', '50x8 mm', 'Serbia');
INSERT INTO MechanicalElements (idMec, title,
description, countryOrigin)
VALUES (3, 'bearing', 'ball', 'Serbia');

CREATE DATABASE onlineSellingElements;
GO

INSERT INTO ConsumerBasket (idMec, idCustomer,
idArticle, orderQuantity, totalPrice)

USE onlineSellingParts;

VALUES (1,'1','1','20','20000');
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INSERT INTO Customers (idCustomer, name,
lastName, address, mail, password)
VALUES
(1,'Milos','Milosevic','Srumatovacka','dmc977','dr
Wull23');
INSERT INTO Warehouse (idArticle, quantity,
pricePerShare)
VALUES (1,'200','1000');
INSERT INTO Warehouse (idArticle, quantity,
pricePerShare)
VALUES (2,'200','1000');
INSERT INTO Warehouse (idArticle, quantity,
pricePerShare)
VALUES (3,'200','1000');.
3. ENCRYPTION OF THE DATABASE

Microsoft Cryptographic API (MSCAPI). The TDE
data are encrypted using the algorithms for
encrypting, the Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) and Triple Data Encryption Standard (3DES).
First it is necessary to create a Master Key with
a strong password in the database that has been
created, as shown below:
USE master;
GO
CREATE MASTER KEY ENCRYPTION BY
PASSWORD=`F87zis$7&iuRiU`;
GO.
After creating master key, next step involves
creation of the certificate, with the name
onlineSellingParts_Certificate, as it is presented
down below:
CREATE CERTIFICATE onlineSellingParts_Certificate

Encryption of database refers to the use of
techniques of data encryption, and encryption of
databases, that make it data unreadable to those
who do not have the key [11].
Encryption is a process in which data are taken
with plain text and converted into a form that
cannot be decrypted. The result of the encrypted
data, is known as cipher text. Once the data is
encrypted, they usually have to decrypt.
Decryption (decryption rank) returns data encoded
text in its original plain text form. The study of
these two processes is called cryptography [12].
A process of encryption the data, requires two
things: encryption algorithm and encryption key.
Description of high level of encrypting data is quite
simple: plain text data is inserted into the
encryption algorithm. It is also provided the
encryption key. Together, the algorithm uses a key
and very sophisticated logic to encrypt data.
Decryption process is analogous. It also requires a
key and algorithm [13,14].
With encryption comes the responsibility to
manage encryption keys. If it fails to properly
manage keys, it can be disastrous for both
accounts. First, the keys are compromised, the
data will be decrypted and thus invalidate the
entire process [15,16]. Second, if the keys are lost,
the data will never be able to decrypt.
The Dana Transparent Encryption (TDE), uses a
Database Encryption Key (DEK) which is secured
certificate and is kept in the master database [17].
The Database Encryption Key is either protected by
certificate or asymmetric key secured by a driver
Extensible Key Management (EKM), [18] using the

WITH SUBJECT=`On line selling parts certificate`;
GO
then it is necessary to create key for encrypting
database onlineSellingElements (DEK), with
AES_128 algorithm
and with appropriate
certificate:
USE onlineSellingElements;
GO
CREATE DATABASE ENCRYPTION KEY
WITH ALGORITHM=AES_128
ENCRYPTION BY SERVER CERTFICATE
onlineSellingElements_Certificate;
GO
It is very important to make security copy of the
certificate and the private key, otherwise it is not
possible to backup the database:
USE master;
GO
BACKUP CERTIFICATE
onlineSellingElements_Certificate
TO
FILE='C: :\Backup\onlineSellingElements_Cert.cer' ;
WITH
PRIVATE
KEY
(FILE
=
'C:\Backup\
onlineSellingElements.pvk',
ENCRYPTION BY PASSWORD = 'F87zis$7&iuRiU';
GO
87
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Enabling the encryption can be achieved with
the following code:
ALTER DATABASE onlineSellingElements
SET ENCRYPTION ON;
GO
Additional certificate checking, and getting data
about encrypting key is given by the following
code:
USE master;
GO
SELECT * FROM sys.certficates WHERE
pvt_key_encryption_type<>'NA';
GO.
4. DEVELOPMENT OF THE WEB APPLICATION
Inserting data into tables of the database is
achieved through the following steps [19]:
A) creation of the connection object;
B) creation of the command object;
C) determination of the connection string;
D) determination of the connection used by
connection object;
E) determination of the Insert statement for
the command text of command object;
F) adding values to the command parameter;
G) open the connection;
H) execute the command;
I) close the connection.
The code for entering new mechanical element
into table of the database is presented by the
following code, [20]:
SqlConnection connection = new SqlConnection();
SqlCommand command = new SqlCommand();
SqlDataAdapter adapter = new SqlDataAdapter();
SqlCommandBuilder builder = new
SqlCommandBuilder(adapter);
DataSet dataset = new DataSet();
connection.ConnectionString = "Integrated
Security=true;Initial
Catalog=onlineSellingElements;" "Data
Source=lara-and-nicki";
command.Connection = connection;
command.CommandText = "SELECT * FROM
MechanicalElements";
adapter.SelectCommand = command;
adapter.Fill(dataset, "MechanicalElements");
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DataRow row =
dataset.Tables["MechanicalElements"].NewRow();
row["Title"] = txtTitle.Text;
row["Description"] = txtDescription.Text;
row["Country"] = txtCountry.Text;
dataset.Tables["MechanicalElements"].Rows.Add(r
ow);
The erasing of the mechanical element from the
table in the database can be achieved by the code,
which is shown down below:
command.CommandText = "DELETE FROM
MechanicalElementsWHERE idMech=@idMech";
command.Parameters.AddWithValue("@idMech",
txtDelete.Text);
try
{
connection.Open();
int result = command.ExecuteNonQuery();
if (result > 0)
MessageBox.Show("Mechanical element is
erased!");
else
MessageBox.Show("Mechanical element is not
found");
}
The data from the tables in the database can be
also updated by using similar code.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The first and most important step in starting
online selling of the product to potential buyers, is
the Web site presentation. The complex process of
designing and creating a website consists of three
phases. The interface creating includes the first
phase of designing of website and it is basically,
designing of the page appearance.
The next phase is inevitable part of any of this
kind of websites, and it consists of creating a
database using relational database. In this paper it
is presented a database of online selling
mechanical elements, which consists of four tables.
The database is encrypted, and data in tables are
protected.
The third and the most difficult phase in a
process of creating of website is making a link
between interface, creating dynamic web
applications based on data and interaction with
users. It is applied C# programming language by
using ASP.NET, with using HTML language and XML.
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The stable and protected database which is
created, is essential for developing useful ecommerce application for selling mechanical
elements.
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